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The Apostle: Administration

The Old Apostolic Church
Private Bag X9
DURBANV]LLE

7551

Dear Apostle,

cot

RT cAsE, WHAT CflTRT CASE?

The cryptig quizzical and rather clumsy manner in which congregations/members are being apprised
these days, during divtne services, of th€ (ostensibly) sucsessful outeome of the eourt case in favour

of the Church, must certainly rate as yet another public relations disaster by the Western Cape
Regional Head Office. Why the need now to report back in this fashion on something that was
deliberately kept away from the people in the first place? lt now creates more questions than
answers.

Congregations/mernbers need to know more. Th€y are entitled to know everythlng. The peddling of
too little information, or strategically selected snippets thereof, is a dangerous and irresponsible
game to play. lf congregations/members knew nothing or little about the court case prior to the
present important feedbock, they are none the wiser

now.

lnstead, they are more confused and

their curiosity ignited. This was a golden opportunity to

showcase the much-needed
eommunkations eapaeity at Flead Office. tnstead, the Chureh and the publk at large have again
been exposed to the vagaries of another bout of the proverbial chronic foot-and-mouth disease. lt
was the wrong option taken by Head Office. What does it hope to achieve by sowing further
confusion? Subterfuge is no guarantee for survival. However, should this trend continue, the point
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may soon be reached where executives coutd be charged for deliberatety misteading the Church or
spreading untruths (lies).

This is the kind of dilemma communkations experts, but also plain old cornmon sense, are
constantly warning against: "You are damned if you do, and you are damned if you don't". lf there
was no need to take people into your confidence about matters beforehand, then be consistent and
keep details about the outcome to yourself. Stay true to your character of denying the people a
meaningful say in the running of their own Church, a trait for which you are damned. And should
you decide to inform them about the outcome of some court case (like now), you will also be
damned for excluding them from the process in the first place. The FORUM cannot think of a more
telling statement such as this development for the need to transform the administration of the OAC
so as to allow for democratic, transparent and accountable governance at all levels in the Church.
Which one?

Court case, what court case? And if the case had been won, which one are we talking about?
Where are the details? Even the seemingly hapless Priests whose peculiar task it is to break the hot
news to congregants, hardly knows anything about the details of the court case they are referring to.
Not so long ago, they were mandated/instructed by top management to deter members from
reading the newspapers and listening to "gossip" and publk crltleism against eertain actions of Flead
Office without themselves being conversant with the details. They could not even respond credibly
to simple questions from the members in this regard. Now they are expected to be the bearers of
dubious good news. How embarrassing, how humiliating how under-developed it must be for a
self'respecting person to be placed in such an invidious position in front of a congregation; the very
thing The FORUM has been cautioning against ever since its inceptkrn two years ago.
Why the apparent frantic news blitz that exudes most of the shades of a contrived disinformation
eampaign? Given the enorrnity of the image problem the Old Apostolic Church (O Cl faees in the
Western Cape, this effort appears to be an ill-advised damage control initiative to apparently
neutralize the "so-called" negative reports/articles about the Church that have been in the public
domain recently. Head ffice has clearly been served with poor counsel in this regard and seems to
be sinking ever deeper into the quick sand of an archaic system that is beginning to unravel. The
OAC (members and officers) pays excellent salaries and therefore exp€Et excellent work outp+t from

its officials. The FORUM unmistakably speaks on behalf of the majority when it reiterates that
nothing more and nothing less is expected from officials who are keen to retain tenure of salaried
office.
Fully briefed

It is high time for congregations/members to be fully briefed about tfre tutt spectrum of formal legal
and other actions contemplated against the Church. After all, it is their Church and not the sole

domain of Head Office and certain other officers. lt is premature and irresponsible to have
congregations/members believe that the entire court saga is finally over. lt is not. Success in
respect of one issue, merely arnounts to a tactkal battle won 1n an ongoing war. Truth be told,
congregations/members ought to know that the war is far from over and that conditions can still get
messy and very disconcerting. The best interests of the Church are clearly not being served by its

executives. Members who conscientiously knock on doors on Monday and Thursday evenings to
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bringthe good news to the wortd, need to be armed with as much credihte information as possibte
in order to be able to sell the OAC to a skeptical public. King Saul (Head Office) could not manage
lsrael's handicapped military and administrative capacity, but a budding young David (The FORUM
and many other concerned and capable OAC members) was able to recognize the problem and knew
what corrective measures were required. The current executive at Head Office should either fall on
their own swords, or be humble enough to enlist all the expertise prevalent in the Church in order to
take its admlnistration to the levels of excellence we all know it is capable of.
Current announeements in congregations to the effect that court cases have com€ to an end and
that the Church has once again emerged victorious undoubtedly only serve to exacerbate an already
delicate situation. What if congregations/members were to learn a few days from now that the legal
battles are from over? Keeping a people ignorant and then prey on their gullibility is an immature,
villainous and unsustainable way of hoping to retain power indefinftely. This is a church we are
talking about, not a politieal party fiefdorn. There is a need for the reguisite degree of respect for

the truth, honesty and integrity. Head Office is supposed to be in service of the people, not the
other way amund. There can be no substitute for meaningful participation by
congregations/members in the administration of their own church. The present disgraceful
information campaign visited upon the Church, only serves to vindicate and highlight the validity of
tbe call by The FORUM for constitutional ard administrative reform in the OAC.
More activist role
Th€ FORUM deems this developrnent to be an unambiguous signal to rededicate itself to its sole
objective of being a catalyst for change in the OAC. ln light of the apparent lack on the part of Head
Office to demonstrate a willingness to embrace an agenda for leading the Church into a new era of
inclusive and accountable governance, as well as progressive development, The FORUM is now
considering a more activist role to mobilise public thinking and action in order to enhance the
process for change. Time and the space for peaeefut change are scarce and easily exhaustible
commodities. ln substance and style, the current information campaign by Head Office is at best a
subterfuge that will contribute to even more confusion and the disempowerment of
congregations/members {and officers}. lt is selfdefeating and a sure sign that Head Office has
either lost the plot or is incapable of turning the situation around. lt i$ a hazardous, if not reckless,
optbn.
These announcements by officers may also be likened

to shouting fire in a crowded theatre. Until
now, the masses seem to have taken in their stride the ocosional dose of negative press and other
reports about the administration of their Church. lf this announcement is intended to prlt out a fire,
then the opposite effect now seems more likely. lt is bound to rekindle smouldering embers and also
probably start fresh fires in areas least expected by the leadership. lt should be remembered that a
meaningful say or participation by congregations/members regarding controversial portfolios such
as the church burial fun4 welfare scherne and the capital expendit$re progrilrnrne hale yet to be
brought into sharper focus. These programmes are essentially about the livelihood of
congregations/members and can therefore no longer be the exclusive preserve of a handful of
salaried officers who are perceivably out of touch with the mood on the ground. And in any case, in

a normal, civilized and democratic administrative environment, these areas would axiomatically be
subject to the will of the congregations/nremben (ttre Church). The administrative architecture of
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the OAC in its present form is a tinder box that could be set ablaee by any otd spark in the
neighbourhood. lt is not sustainable and therefore not in the best interest of the Church.

Timetotalk
The FORUM remains committed to peace and stability in the Church, underpinned by a credible and
coherent process for transformation, growth and darclopment. lt bears no malieetourards anybody

and is a vibrant campaigner for the observance of dignity and respect for authority and fellow
members in the Church. The decision to adopt a more activist role as far as influencing public
opinion is concerned includes a genuine keenness to reach out and meet with relevant
organs/persons (Head Office included) to assist with the establishment of the kind of dialogue that is
pivotal to the framework needed for the proeess of change. There is a pressing need for urgent talks
about the issues that matter. The FORUM is not going to disappear soon. lts lifespan will only be
terminated by the first concrete steps towards the realization of the ideal of a transformed
administration in the OAC. Until that stage has been reached in the history of the Church, The
FORUM tgod-willing) vows to grow in size, stature and impact as determined by the amount of force
required to help tipping the seahs kr farrour of an adrninistration that is idealty positioned for the
dawning of a better tomorrow for the OAQ as well as the true purpose of our being on earth - the
apostolic mission of Christ.
How many more?

For the sake of reaso* and the preservation of the proverbial giood order in the Church, the
pertinent question that has to be answered is: how many more court cases will it take, or how many
more FORUMS have to be established, before Head Office and the Church at large will realize that
the time for a peaceful transition to a more democratic approach to administration in the Church is
running out? As history has proven so many times, it is usually an unforeseen or innocuous issue or
event that often triggers the process leading to preciSlitous change. lfot necessarily the organized
initiatives and strategies by pressure groups such as The FORUM. Therefore, the continued absence
of any other organized voice such as that of The FORUM in the current repressive administrative
environment in the OAC should be ample warning to concerned members about the negativg
unsustainable and potentially explosive state of affairs in the Church. lt is not normal to have a
situation like that in the OAg where memberc (and officers) are led to beliere that the
ovenrhelming majority is satisfied with the status quo and that members belonging to The FORUM
are just a few disgruntled deposed officers who are trying to disturb "our happy home". History
current and going back to ancient times, has repeatedly demonstrated what happens to a leadership
(church included) that fails to heed the kind of warning signals as cited in this letter. And having
apparently succeeded in mixing the spiritual and the temporal into what may be regarded in culinary
terms as the ideal stew, it is clear that the leadership of the OAC have great difficulty trying to
discern where the dividing line is between these two realms.
The FORUM realizes, and also recognizes, that it is the prerogative and duty of Head Office to keep
congregations/members abreast of salient developments/issues, but wishes to state categorically

that the style and substance of the feedback regarding the so-called court case leaves much to be
desired. This statement by The FORUM is primarily informed by and based on how the message is
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belng com,eyed in apecialty the lesser denetoped ommunlties; tfte masses, which constitute the
weakest llnk in the prorerUal chain of the mighty OAC
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